EAST CHESHIRE
CAMRA DIARY (8 pm unless stated otherwise)
Everyone is very welcome, member or not!

For the latest details please visit our
web-sites www.outinncheshire.co.uk
and www.eastcheshirecamra.org.uk

Wed 4 Mar;
Mon 16 Mar;
Thu 2 Apr;
8-9 May;
Sat 9 May;

Spring Pub of the Season award, RedWillow, Macclesfield
EGM & Campaigning Meeting, Young Pretender, Congleton
Special Award for Innovation, Barley Hops, Congleton
Macclesfield Beer Festival, Rugby Club, Priory Lane
Macclesfield Beer Festival - free session - 12- 3.30
Perfect for sampling a wide range of ales
Free entry, free parking, family friendly, food.
Mon 18 May; Campaigning Meeting, Church Inn, Mobberley (upstairs room)
Sat 30 May; Social at Stockport Beer Festival, Edgeley Park football ground.
We cover a large area including Macclesfield, Congleton, Holmes Chapel, Knutsford, and Wilmslow.

Local contacts
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Macclesfield: Keith Farman
01625 572460 Knutsford:
George Symes
01565 653096
Dave Hasler
01625 572640
Martin Baxter
01565 653675
Dave Gittins
01260 271593 Wilmslow:
Tim Walker
01625 418625
Congleton:
John Barber
01260 277391
Dave Pearce
01625 530152
Please contact us if you fancy joining us at one of our events. New faces are always welcome!

Knutsford
We have good news about the Cross Keys following our doom laden message in the last
issue. The planned sale by PubCo did not take place and the plan seems to be to retain it
as a multi-ale managed house.
Long-standing tenant Andrew has been retained temporarily as manager but will be moving
on soon. Plans for the pub as far as we know involve no more than a spot of redecoration.
I caught up with an old friend there recently and we enjoyed the locally-brewed Tatton
Blonde and Dunham Massey Landlady in a very sociable atmosphere.

Congleton - oops!
Sincere apologies to Julie and staff for our omission in last
issue’s “Good Beer Guide 2015: Congleton celebrates” of the
Beartown Tap’s achievement on re-entering the Guide after a
short absence. It is particularly difficult to get re-selected after
featuring for such a long time as the anchor pub for Congleton.
Julie has worked hard with Ian Burns at the brewery to
maintain the quality and variety of the Beartown range, as
witnessed by recent awards for Wojtek (runner up in Champion Beer of Cheshire) and
Polar Eclipse (regional winner Winter Ales Festival).
The Beartown Tap represents the ever reducing number of “wet-led”
pubs where the focus is on the beer and conversation fuelled by
proper well-filled ham & cheese and onion baps to keep the debate
going and a blazing open fire on cold January days.
Julie has introduced Acoustic nights on the second Wednesday of
the month and an Open Mic night on the last
Friday in the month. If you’ve not been in the
Beartown recently- it’s time for another visit.
CB
Here is the QR code to take you to the
Good Beer Guide app for your smartphone.
Linking the thriving music scene and our local pubs is TransmissionX Radio, broadcasting
24/7 from the Swan with Two Necks, Macclesfield, a not-for-profit project run by volunteers.
You can catch this new station via smartphone(Via Android App, Apple App
or Tunein), tablet or computer. The fresh & zesty play-list during the daytime
and evenings has a myriad of music genres including House, Drum & Bass,
Retro & Old Skool, Indie, R & B, Rock and live broadcasts from gigs and club
nights all over the Macclesfield area.
Scan the QR code or see Facebook -facebook.com/transmissionxradio

Award winning cask ales
& bottle conditioned beers
With over a decade of brewing
excellence and five Champion Beers
under our belt, we know that you’ll want
to ‘come round to our way of drinking’.

Our beers are brewed just as Mother Nature intended, without additives,
flavourings and colourings. We only use the finest natural ingredients,
pure hops and our carefully created blends of malts.

Tel: 01625 431234

email: stormbrewing@dsl.pipex.com
www.stormbrewing.co.uk

The Storm Brewing Co. Ltd, 2 Waterside, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 7HJ
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The Unicorn, Dean Row – under threat as a proper pub
Its future as a pub is in doubt; a planning application is in to
transform it into an American-style diner. The application is to build
on to the existing pub and convert it into a Hickory Smokehouse
eaterie - just what Dean Row has been crying out for!
The Unicorn at one time was run by apparently uninterested tenants,
it had become shabby and unloved; a shadow of its past glories.
It is difficult to change that image.
All that has since changed and the Unicorn is a true focus, selling
up to 5 ales on hand-pumps, winning near perfect Cask Marque scores: pointers to a good
pub that’s getting better. The Unicorn is a Spirit Group pub, but can buy LocAles, supporting
small brewers, jobs and the local economy.
What makes a good pub doesn't make a good US-style "restaurant". Pubs are regularly
used; a smokehouse-style diner will be a venue people will visit less often. The recent
planning meeting showed that there is local support to keep the Unicorn as a pub but this
isn’t enough to stop someone inflicting their unwanted vision of a food outlet on the local
area. It will go before committee on 4 March for further scrutiny, the planning officer’s
workload permitting. Notices advising of the planning application should be posted 8 weeks
before the meeting, but curiously, only appeared in early February - wrongly filled-in.
This oversight has been raised by the local councillor.
12 If it becomes a burger house, then we've lost a decent pub. If it's unsuccessful, then it'll most
likely go downhill. It could become a McDonalds or one of those Indian-style restaurants or
even a mini-supermarket. Or it could stagger on until the boards go up on the windows and
the place falls into ruin and gets sold off for development.
A Facebook campaign to keep the pub as a pub has been set-up and is currently compiling
signatures on an application to have the pub listed as an Asset of Community Value (ACV).
www.facebook.com/Savetheunicorn
planning.cheshireeast.gov.uk/ApplicationSearch.aspx - the planning ref. no. is 14/5873M

THE WATERS GREEN TAVERN
Your hosts,
Brian & Steve
96 Waters Green,
Macclesfield

Opposite the
Railway Station

Real Cider now sold!
Ever changing guest beers
including George Wright, Hop Head,
Phoenix, Roosters, York & many more
Good Beer Guide 2014
Local CAMRA Pub of the Season
Winter 2013
GOOD
BEER
GUIDE

Bar meals served
Monday to Saturday lunch
No plastic food!
Real Chips!

This IS not a free house.
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Government to grant planning protection for pubs listed as
Assets of Community Value
3,900 CAMRA members lobbied their local MP to lend their support and helped force a major
concession. The Government has promised to extend planning protection to pubs
listed as Assets of Community Value (ACVs). In future planning permission will be
required before pubs listed as ACVs can be demolished or converted to other uses.
This doesn't go as far as we would like; we want this protection granted to all pubs but it is a
significant step in the right direction. We will be pressing Ministers to fulfil their promise to
enact this change before the General Election.
600 pubs are already listed as ACVs.
To make the most of this opportunity, please act now to nominate your local pubs
as ACVs so they will be granted this extra protection! Listing a pub with your Council is
very simple and just needs you and 20 of your fellow pub goers to support the nomination.
CAMRA has produced a wealth of guidance and support materials which is
available from www.camra.org.uk (or use the QR code here >>>)
This is what the Chancellor, George Osborne wrote;
“Thank you for contacting me about the protection of pubs from change of
use and demolition.
While current permitted development rights allow the change of use from
14 drinking establishments (which includes public houses) to shops and supermarkets without
the need for a planning application, our planning reforms already enable local authorities
and local communities to remove these permitted development rights when they deem it
appropriate and protect local assets.
However, I recognise that there is passionate support to enable local communities to
consider planning applications for the change of use of a pub of particular local value.
I am pleased, therefore, that we have recently announced that we will bring forward
legislation at the earliest opportunity, so that the listing of a pub as an Asset of Community
Value will trigger a removal of the national permitted development rights for the change of
use or demolition of those pubs' premises.
>>>
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>>> This will mean that in future, where a pub is listed as an Asset of Community Value,
a planning application will be required for the change of use or demolition of a pub.
This will then provide an opportunity for local people to comment, and enable the local
planning authority to determine the application in accordance with its local plan, any
neighbourhood plan, and national policy. The local planning authority may also take the
listing into account as a material consideration when determining any planning application.
I welcome the fact that 600 pubs are now Assets of Community Value and I am confident
these changes will lead to many more becoming so. I also believe these proposals provide
the right balance between protecting pubs, but avoid blanket regulation which would lead to
more empty and boarded up buildings.”

Act now to nominate your local pubs now as ACVs
to give them this extra protection!
Even More Around Macclesfield
Another wander around some of Macclesfield town centre’s often overlooked gems.
Most of us will know the wonderful multi-beer free houses that feature in the Good Beer
Guide. Many other pubs consistently serve good cask ale that are well worth a visit.
The British Flag on Coare Street is a welcoming end of terrace community pub that keeps
its traditional multi-room layout. Entering through the front door a passageway passes two
front rooms and leads to the bar area. To the rear is a pool room. At the back there’s a well
kept small garden and smoking area.
Once a tied Robinsons pub, this is now a free house but continues to sell Unicorn much
loved by the regulars. I enjoyed the guest beer Robinsons seasonal Voodoo Dawn, but you
may find a LocAle Storm beer or one from further afield. The pub is open in the evening from
5.30 Monday-Friday or 5 on Saturday and on Sundays at lunchtimes and from 8.
There’s always plenty going on here with pool, darts and bar skittles teams. Sports fans may
watch their favourite team on TV, with the pub staying open on Sunday afternoon if City or
United are on TV. The golf society has been thriving since 1997.
Nearby on Beech Lane you’ll find the Old Ship, perhaps
unique in its quirky pub sign having entirely different pictures
on either side. This is a true community pub that was recently
under threat and is now an Asset of Community Value.
The large front room has the bar and, in winter, two open fires
making it a very cosy atmosphere. To the rear are a pool room
and the gents with its notably historical and now rare full height
urinals.
Storm Bosley Cloud at a reasonable £2.40 a pint is the regular
beer with an ever-changing guest that was Robinsons Dizzy
Blonde at my visit. The pub has darts and pool teams.
Mike the barman regularly takes the locals for a game of crown
green bowls in summer. The quirkiness of the pub is celebrated
with offbeat competitions like cooking the best curry or pie.
In town Hyde’s 4 Park Green is a modern bar where you’ll find two or three well kept beers.
One is often one of the tasty and different Beer Studio range. On Monday to Thursday
cask ale is only £2.50 a pint. I didn’t realise until I asked, but the food is home-cooked by
a chef on the premises. Food is served until 9 in the evening and, when eating, children
are welcome until 7. The tables outside the front of the pub are a great place to sit and
watch the world go by as spring and summer are nigh.
Finally, don’t overlook our Wetherspoons Society Rooms. I’ve had some excellent beers
there in recent months in both choice and quality. Alongside the standard range and our
LocAle Wincle Heritage are usually three or four guest beers. The pictures on the walls
feature several local personalities including multiple champion cyclist Reg Harris.
MW

Cheshire Brewhouse brews with Victorian Malt
The Cheshire Brewhouse recently had the opportunity to brew ‘Govinda’, an authentic 1830's
English IPA with some authentic 1800’s malt supplied by Crisp Malting. Chevallier barley is
being re-grown by Dr Chris Ridout and his team at the John Innes Centre in Norwich.
Chevallier (sic) was once the most prolific Barley used for brewing, from the early 1800’s
until the Second World War and was revered for its taste and quality. Dr Ridout recently took
seed that had been stored for decades and grew it over two years to produce a small crop of
Chevallier barley. This was floor malted at Crisp's Maltings at Great Ryburgh in Norfolk.
Shane Swindells, Head Brewer at Cheshire Brewhouse, is honoured to have the chance to
brew a commercial beer with such rare malt. “Govinda is already a fantastic beer made to an
authentic early 1800’s Burton upon Trent Recipe, that I brew using original methods using a
very long mash and a 3 hour boil, but to get the chance to brew it with the malt it was most
likely originally made with is very exciting. The Chevalier has a fantastic aroma and much
fuller maltier taste, than today’s malts, even Maris. I add a huge amount of East Kent
Goldings hops to the copper for this beer. I’m hoping the extra malt flavour and body from
the malt balances out the finished beer better than modern malts. This Batch of Govinda will
be aged in large oak barrels and will be available in bottles around Easter next year”
The Cheshire Brewhouse was established in Congleton in 2012 and has been growing in
stature and reputation locally with many permanent accounts in and around Cheshire.
All the core beers are made using British Malts and Hops & they source & supply as locally
16 as possible.
Govinda Barrel-aged Chevallier will thrill beer style revivalists, as one of only a small handful
of beers to have been brewed - from what was Victorian Britain’s most popular barley variety
- for the first time in at least 70 years. As far as Shane is aware there has only been one firkin
of beer from Stumptail Brewery and 50 bottles brewed by Poppyland from Chevallier.
“I managed to pursuade them to supply me all the Chevallier they had available, so I have
been able to brew 5 brewers barrels for bottling”
Look out for this very special beer in early 2015.

The Breweries of Cheshire - Bollington Brewing Company
This is the first in a series of features about the breweries of Cheshire. We hope to cover all
of Cheshire’s breweries in time but Bollington is kicking off the series.
Bollington Brewing Company is truly a family affair. Set-up by Lee Wainwright in 2008, with
brother Kym as the head brewer and wife Kirsten as the financial brains, it now employs five
people in the brewery and a further 35 in their three pubs. The initiative was kicked off by a
chance meeting at Stowmarket Beer Festival between Lee and a man with a brewery to
sell - the rest, as they say, is history.
The first beer on the bar was aptly called "First Brew" and yours truly had the
privilege of trying the first pint pulled at the Vale. The brewery soon gained
recognition with awards following such as Champion Beer of Cheshire,
Gold and Silver in their first year, and Bronze in Best Bitter Category in
Champion Beer of Britain in 2011. The brewery rapidly established itself as
part of the Bollington landscape with its sponsorship of Bollington Cricket Club
and the Bollington Beer festival (now in its 3rd year). They also have their own
Fell Race, the only one in the country to start and finish in a brewery!!
Their beers can be found throughout Cheshire and beyond but the
obvious place to sample it is one of the three brewery taps.
The first was the Vale Inn in Bollington which predated the brewery
by a couple of years. Then the Park Tavern in Macclesfield followed
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in 2011 and most recently the Cask Tavern in Poynton which was
awarded High Peak CAMRA Cheshire Pub of the Year.
The branding has evolved into an instantly recognisable series of
pump clips & images including the Bollington symbol; White Nancy.
What of the beer? Head brewer Kym has produced a wide range of
styles to suit all tastes with eight permanent beers, four seasonal
and three occasional brews. To cater for this huge range, the
brewery was upgraded to a 12 barrel plant in 2012 pushing space
at the brewery to capacity. Award winning Bollington Best, a crisp
and hoppy golden bitter, is based upon "First Brew" and remains
their best-selling beer. At the lighter end are White Nancy, Long Hop & Light Nancy, popular
during the summer months.
The stronger Oat Mill Stout is the author's favourite although it's
difficult to choose as they are all very drinkable beers. Dinner Ale,
Eastern Nights & Ginger Brew finish off the list of permanent beers.
See www.bollingtonbrewing.co.uk for the complete list.
Forever the entrepreneurs, the beer is also available in 18 and 36
pint boxes available online or for pickup from the Vale Inn.
You can even attach an adapter to the box to allow a traditional
hand pump which is an excellent solution for pop-up bars (which
they also run!). Bottles are also available and prove very popular for
birthdays & Christmas. Brewery trips round off the range of
offerings from this most prolific of Cheshire breweries.
RN

Congleton snippets
Joules have acquired the Prince of Wales/Phoenix Tap so we can expect a high quality
refurbishment and some of their distinctive hoppy beers. This will make for an interesting
compare and contrast with Titanic’s relatively recent acquisition of the Olde King’s Arms
a couple of doors away.
We hear that there will not be a Beer Festival at the Congleton Leisure Centre this year,
which is a great shame. However, it should return next year.

Pub of the Season - the Dog, Peover Heath
The Dog is Macclesfield and East Cheshire CAMRA
Winter Pub of the Season. The award was presented on
a freezing evening more than appropriate for the event,
with a predictable effect on the attendance of customers
and CAMRA members. However this provided the
opportunity for a small group to talk informally and at
length to manager Cathy Plant, who received the award
from Tony Icke, a Dog regular for almost thirty years.
The Dog was selected for this award for numerous reasons; the importance of the pub to
the community being high on the list. When it was refurbished a couple of years ago, some
worried that it might become another gastro-pub or a "restaurant with a bar". The owners
however are to be particularly commended for the policy of not mass-reserving tables for
diners; those wanting only a drink being made equally welcome in what is a very popular
dining venue. Community involvement is also encouraged by a pre-Christmas pensioners'
lunch party, an Christmas party for regulars and discount tokens for meals in January.
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Under Cathy's guidance, the friendly
and efficient team is equally
welcoming to diners and drinkers,
and the presence of three real fires in
a Winter pub of the season makes for
a comfortable visit. A fourth, electric,
fire is shortly to be replaced by
another real fire in conjunction with an
extension to the premises.
Naturally, beer quality was well up to
standard with emphasis on local
brewers. Cask beers on the night
were the regular two Weetwood
brews alongside Dunham Massey Big
Tree and Wincle Waller; sole non-Cheshire representative being Timothy Taylor Boltmaker .
Looking ahead from these winter nights, the Dog and its sister pubs in Tarporley, Goostrey
and Styal, hold beer festivals in July & August giving further opportunities to enjoy LocAles.
TI

Sun, Cricket (or Hockey) and a Pint
What could be better on a spring or summer afternoon
than sitting in the sun with a good pint of cask ale and
watching a cricket match? Watching cricket is a thirsty
business after all. CAMRA was set up to promote the
opportunity to drink real ale not just in pubs and bars,
but in clubs as well.
While delivering OIC we got talking to one of the staff
from Macclesfield Cricket Club and were told they
always have real ale on the bar. We called in and found they serve a LocAle; Storm beer.
On this occasion it was Bosley Cloud, and it was well kept and much appreciated.
The club is open not just for cricket in summer, but also in winter for the many hockey teams
of all ages. If you fancy throwing a few woods they have crown green bowling available as
well. It is on Victoria Road next to the hospital and open to non-members. This is in a dry
area of Macclesfield with a dearth of pubs and thus a welcome spot to pop in for a drink.
Opening hours vary according to the season, but the bar is open most Saturdays,
when there are usually matches on and for training evenings on Thursdays. A selection
of homemade food is served during the day to competing teams and spectators.
We know that Styal Cricket club also serves good ale, but there must be many more clubs
we don’t know about. Does CAMRA know your local club offers cask ale?
If it does, is it mentioned on the WhatPub website? We want to let our readers know they
can watch with a good pint in hand. Let us know what’s happening in your area.

Introducing Apple-Macc!
Macclesfield is now the unlikely home of a cider producer. A company known
as SiDa is producing cider from a plant in Macclesfield, relying to some extent
on donations of apples from local sources. SiDa (from the names of Simon and David, the
proprietors) has scored early recognition by winning "Best Newcomer" award for "Maxonian
Mist" at the 2014 Stockport Beer and Cider Festival. Presentation of the award was
scheduled for 21 February at the Waters Green Tavern where Maxonian Mist had been
on sale last year. Owing to a shortage of raw materials (apples!) production has now
ceased until May 2015. We hope to bring you news of the presentation and more details
on SiDa itself in the next issue.

Lots to say but so little time....
If you don't have the time to wade through lengthy e-mails to find out what's
going on in your CAMRA branch area but would like to keep up to date with
pubs, beers, breweries and branch activities, then give a thought to Twitter.
All you need is a smart phone and a Twitter account and you are up and running.
To get started go to www.twitter.com and sign up. It is fairly self explanatory but if you are
struggling there is plenty of guidance on the web, even some videos.
But, to be honest, if you can set up an e-mail account, Twitter is no more complicated.
Once you have an account you can start tweeting, sharing information across a global
information network in messages of no more than 140 characters. Tell everyone what beers
are on in your local or what news you have on a pub or brewery in your area. Once you've
got the hang of it you can even add a photo of that roaring log fire in your favourite pub!
Follow people or organisations that interest you and you never know, if you have something
interesting to say, people will start Following you.
Many CAMRA local groups use Twitter including the Macclesfield & East Cheshire branch
who you can follow at @MECCAMRA
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Wild Boar running free
The Wild Boar is on the A54 in the Parish of Wincle. Acquired by Robinsons Brewery in 1971,
it had a considerable number of tenants over the years. In February 2006, Alan Critchlow
and Valerie Bailey moved from their home in Timbersbrook to become the last.
After building up a successful business and enjoying living in the area they were devastated
to be told in March 2014 that the pub would be closing in November. The only option initially
was to be relocated to another pub but, after putting in an offer to purchase the Wild Boar,
they successfully became the new owners taking it over as a free house in December 2014.
Since the change in ownership Robinsons Unicorn, the only bitter on offer for many years,
has been replaced by Storm Brewing’s Bosley Cloud. The level of
trade is such that it is not possible to stock a wider range of draft
beers but they are planning to vary the cask beer and offer an
increasing choice of bottled beers.
The pub has a campsite which is open all year and gets busy from
March to September. There is free live music most Saturdays.
The bar is open every evening during the week and home made
food is available on Saturdays and Sundays. Open fires are lit
whenever necessary; the Wild Boar offers a warm welcome to all!

What makes the ‘Best’ pub?
20 For active CAMRA members, it’s that time of year again! Discussions, beer quality scores
compared, surveys, descriptions; Good Beer Guide and Pub of the Year selection. In the
midst of this, we decided to go away for a weekend’s walking and pub sampling, in the Dales.
It gave us time to think- a lot.
We spent one night in Saltaire, the second in Settle. We visited 9 pubs in these two places,
using the Good Beer Guide backed by Whatpub as our help, while being uncomfortably aware
that there may be even ‘better’ pubs just round the corner that didn’t make it into the Guide
with its limited number of entries. We enjoyed each and every one of them, for different
reasons. All served a good range of beers, not just the free houses, and all had at least one
LocAle. However, we couldn’t agree on which was the ‘best pub’.
On our way home, we called in at the best pub of all, apparently - CAMRA’s National Pub of
the Year 2014, the Swan with Two Necks, Pendleton. Lovely pub, good beer, as you’d expect.
A village pub, off the beaten track, and welcoming (as all the pubs had been). The best pub of
the weekend? Not necessarily. We chatted to the landlady about the award. She was pleased
with the interest and said trade had been brisk, especially at first. I was worried that some
people might niggle and criticise but she said everyone had been very nice. But, is it the best
pub in the country?
So we two are not picking our personal Pub of the Year. We know that the publicity is useful,
but we are not happy with the notion of a ‘Best Pub’- for what? We know we are spoilt
for choice (we live just outside Macc), but we can’t even agree on our own favourite; today
the Wharf, or the Waters, tomorrow maybe the Park Tavern (burgers….) or RedWillow or
the Treacle Tap (and I’m sorry, I have only listed a few - not enough space for them all)
- or what about Bollington, or Congleton…..?
And even in our family, our real ale loving offspring would
possibly choose another. If we must have a competition,
for the resulting publicity, can’t we celebrate ALL of the
regional winners, so people have a better chance of
being able to see just one example of a pub that’s doing
it well?
Or then again, why not just enjoy all our lovely pubs and
stop fretting about competitions?
JH
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